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Abstract
We created a powerful computing platform based on video cards with the goal of
accelerating the performance of bioinformatics codes. To satisfy the demands of the video
gaming industry, modern graphics processing units (GPUs) have become very advanced
computational devices, using a large set of stream processors to render multiple pixels in parallel.
Recently, computer scientists have taken interest in a GPU's ability to execute a single
instruction on multiple data (SIMD computation) for general applications, as opposed to graphics
processing only. This is known as general purpose computation on a graphics processing unit, or
GPGPU.
Our project was comprised of three stages. First, we researched and constructed a
computer containing GPGPU-capable hardware including two high-end graphics cards. Second,
we explored the hardware and software characteristics of the GPU cards to fully understand both
how they function and how to program them. Third, we developed and wrote bioinformatics
software; specifically a massively parallelized version of the Smith-Waterman algorithm, which
is used for performing DNA and protein sequence alignment. We are currently in the final
optimization and performance analysis stage of development.
Background
The Smith-Waterman algorithm, named for its inventors, is used to find the best local
sequence alignment within DNA or protein sequences. Local sequence alignment is the process
by which two strings are aligned such that a desired substring is matched between them as
closely as possible. The Smith-Waterman algorithm always finds the closest possible alignment,
but at a very high computational cost [6]. Faster heuristics, such as BLAST, have been invented,
but their speed comes at the cost of accuracy.
A different way to improve performance, without sacrificing accuracy, is to do the same
amount of work, but in a way that allows multiple pieces of the problem to be worked on at the
same time: parallelization. This project focused on the task of parallelizing the Smith-Waterman
algorithm and executing it on graphics processing units (GPUs) to reduce runtime.
Originally intended to perform complex graphical manipulations at high speed, the
functionality of stream processors built into a GPU can be extended to non-graphical
applications, such as the Smith-Waterman algorithm, improving performance by dividing the
work between the stream processors. Due to the sheer number of stream processors available,
this is known as massive parallelization [2, 5, 7, 8, 9].
Stage One: The Right Machine
The concept of performing general purpose computation on GPUs (or GPGPU) is
relatively new, and is not yet supported by all hardware platforms. Commercial systems
supporting this technology are available for sale, but these are extremely expensive. We decided
to construct our own desktop supercomputer. After researching hardware options and prices, we

also decided to purchase the components to build a water-cooled machine containing two highend graphics cards, with room to expand this to four cards in the future.
The decision to use water-cooling was not in our original plan. While determining
graphics card possibilities, we found that most high-end graphics cards are designed to occupy
two expansion slots within a computer. Expansion slots are spaces located in the back of the
case, providing room to install optional components, such as sound cards or network cards. A
graphics card requiring two expansion slots generally uses one slot for the card's output ports and
the other for a bulky fan attachment used for cooling. With a need to accommodate four cards,
concern was raised for both heat dissipation and physically fitting the cards within the case. A
water cooled system dissipates heat more efficiently than air circulation, does not require room
for airflow or ventilation, and allows the large fan attachments to be removed from the graphics
cards. Conveniently, water cooling-ready graphics cards are available for purchase. A parts
manifest and pictures are attached at the end of this document.
After physical construction was completed, an operating system and development tools
needed to be installed. Originally, Fedora Core 7 (a version of a popular distribution of Linux)
was selected as the operating system to conform with department servers, but, due to numerous
device driver problems (specifically for the network card), Fedora was abandoned for Ubuntu
8.04 (a different distribution of Linux). Ubuntu, well known as a friendly desktop environment
with a growing user base and diverse hardware support, successfully installed.
With a working operating system, the next step was to install GPU programming utilities
used for application development. Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA), is a popular
GPU programming tool developed by NVidia (a company specializing in graphics cards) as an
extension to C (a classic, traditional programming language) [7]. Installation of CUDA required
manual installation of a specific graphics card driver and installation of the CUDA framework
and standard development kit. As time progressed, system updates became available, including a
number of minor Linux kernel updates. Each of these kernel updates required reinstallation of
the GPU driver to maintain GPGPU functionality.
To provide the proper language interactions, CUDA required a specific version of the C
compiler to be installed: GCC 4.1, despite the fact that version 4.2 was, at the time, the most
recent and required by the operating system. Eventually, a workaround was found by installing
both versions, and forcing the CUDA compiler to use the older version. With a development
machine up and running, it was time to move on to the next step of the project.
Stage Two: Learning to Program GPUs
The second step in this project was to explore the hardware and software characteristics
of the GPUs to fully understand both how they function and how to program them. A GPU
functions by utilizing a set of stream processors, organized into groups of eight. One of these
processors is designated the leader of its group, and loads instructions for the others to follow
while the other processors load the data on which the instructions are to be executed. Under this
architecture design, a single instruction is loaded, then executed on multiple pieces of data at the
same time [8]. Single instruction on multiple data (SIMD) execution is what gives the GPU its
speed [3]. This technology was originally built into GPUs to enhance performance of graphics
manipulation, and has since proven useful in an incredibly wide range of applications [1, 4].
The parallelizing model implemented on GPUs is similar to parallelism found on more
traditional multi-core central processing units (CPUs). Under this model, a single set of
instructions which can be executed in parallel, called a thread, is assigned to a processor set. This

thread is then executed on the specified data by all the processors within that set. A massive
number of threads (usually identical) can be executed simultaneously across all stream
processors on the GPU [7]. Our GPUs had 128 stream processors each, allowing for a total of
256 simultaneous operations [8]. To better organize the overwhelming number of threads, they
may be grouped into blocks, then blocks may be grouped into grids. When writing a CUDA
application, it is the programmer's responsibility to specify which set of instructions may be
parallelized and how the threads should be organized to ensure smooth and correct program
execution [7].
A classic example of a problem which can benefit from parallelization is matrix
multiplication. Mathematically, matrix multiplication can be considered as a series of products
and sums performed on two input sets of numbers to determine an output set of numbers. Each
number in this output set is computed using the same formula, and can be computed
independently from any of the other numbers.
When a traditional processor approaches this problem, it must calculate each number in
the set individually, one at a time. Theoretically, however, all numbers in the output set can be
computed simultaneously, yielding the same results in significantly less time. This is the
approach that parallel applications take, and GPU programming takes parallelization to the
extreme.
To obtain a grasp of how these GPUs function, how to program them, and what sort of
performance improvements (or speedups) were feasible, we wrote our own implementation of
matrix multiplication. This program was written to multiply large matrices in serial (on the
traditional CPU), in threads (CPU-based parallelism), and massively parallelized (on the GPU).
Upon completion of all three methods, the outputs and respective execution times were
compared. This enabled us to ensure the parallelized code was returning accurate results and to
obtain a quantitative measurement of performance improvement.
One major difficulty in writing this program was the lack of useful error messages, in the
event something did not go as planned on the GPU. For example, when attempting to multiply
large matrices, early versions of the application would fail, without explanation. We later
discovered the cause of this was that too many threads were being placed into a single block, and
if the maximum limit of threads was exceeded execution would simply be cancelled.
Another issue that seemed to arise was the scheduling of GPU jobs. One of the
advantages to using a Linux operating system is its inherent multi-user nature, meaning several
people can log into the same machine at the same time. Our experience indicated that if two
users were logged in and both attempted to execute a GPU-based application, the competition for
resources could lead to problems with system stability.
After overcoming the above difficulties, the GPU version of matrix multiplication
regularly returned accurate results in a mere fraction of the time required by the traditional CPU
version for large matrices. For small matrices, the GPU time was actually slower, due to the
overhead costs of copying information and instructions to and from the GPU. For large matrices,
as used in scientific computing, the GPU would complete in approximately one tenth of the CPU
time, while returning the same results. With this success, we were convinced it was time to move
on to the next stage.
Stage Three: Writing an Application
The third, and final, step in this project was to develop a massively parallelized
application to execute the Smith-Waterman algorithm on the GPU. Prior to implementing a full

scale version of this algorithm, we decided to write an application to find the longest common
sequence (LCS) between two strings [6]. A common sequence shared by two strings is defined as
a series of characters that appear in the same order in both strings, even if not consecutively. The
LCS is the longest possible set of such characters. For example, the LCS between the string
"ACTGTGCA" and "CGCGGTCT" is "CGTC." Conceptually, this problem is much easier to
understand than Smith-Waterman, but it is surprisingly similar, computationally speaking.
To find the LCS, the strings are first aligned with a table, such that each character in the
first string labels a column, and each character in the second string labels a row. The cells of the
table are then populated with computed values, starting at the upper left corner. Cell values are
assigned to the maximum value between the cell's upper neighbor, left neighbor, and, if the
letters labeling a cell's row and column match, the value in the cell's diagonal upper-left neighbor
incremented by one. If, when trying to reference a neighbor, a cell does not exist (such as the
upper neighbor for a cell in the top row), zero is used in its place. After the table is filled, the
length of the LCS is equal to the number in the bottom right cell.
To extract the LCS from the table, directions must be stored, as well as cell values. These
directions may point either up, left, or diagonally, depending on which of the cell's neighbors
was the source for the cell's value. If a cell could retrieve the same value from multiple
neighbors, it is irrelevant which direction is chosen. After the table is complete, with directions, a
path can be traced by starting in the bottom right cell and following the directions through the
table. The LCS can be extracted from this path by starting with an empty string, then prepending
the letter labeling a cell's row or column to the LCS each time a diagonal direction is found in the
path. Because a diagonal direction may only be stored when the row and column headers are the
same, it does not matter which header is used.
Execution of the Smith-Waterman algorithm is extremely similar to finding the LCS. In
fact, the only difference is how table cells are scored. Each cell in Smith-Waterman is set to the
maximum of the following: zero, two less than the neighbor above, two less than the neighbor to
the left, or, if the letters labeling the cell's row and column match, then one more than the
neighbor above and to the left diagonally, or, if the headers do not match, one less than the
diagonal neighbor. This scoring scheme is slightly more complicated, but accomplishes finding
optimal partial string alignments.
Taking an approach similar to the matrix multiplication program, we first wrote a serial
version of the application. Writing a serial version of the application provided us with a baseline
we could compare parallelized versions of the algorithm with, both for performance analysis and
to test accuracy. Upon completion of the serial version, we created two distinct parallel models
to execute either the LCS or Smith-Waterman algorithms. Both models took advantage of the
fact that as table cells are populated, only neighbors above and to the left are considered,
meaning that as the table is filled out, it becomes possible for multiple cells to be calculated
simultaneously.
In the first parallel model, a thread was created for every table cell during program
initialization. Each thread would wait until the cell above and cell to the left had been populated,
then compute a value based on these neighbors. The advantage to this method is twofold: first,
the initial setup of creating threads and copying memory and instructions to the GPU only needs
to occur once. Second, a thread waits only as long as it must prior to populating the value in its
corresponding table cell. The disadvantage to this method is that the initial setup is costly, and
spawning threads that are not ready to execute wastes resources, completely exhausting all
available GPU resources if the problem size is too large.

The second model uses a diagonal wave effect, starting at the upper left corner, including
only one cell, then spreading down and to the right, maintaining a diagonal across the table. The
advantage to this method is that the GPU does not waste any resources, allowing for a larger
problem set, and the pattern used to fill table contents is much more organized. The main
disadvantage suffered by this model is that it requires copying memory and instructions to and
from the GPU as well as creating a new set of threads for every iteration. Also, if the cells within
a diagonal do not finish in the same amount of time, some cells in the next diagonal may be
waiting longer than is actually required before they can be populated.
Conclusion
At this time, application codes for both parallelized versions of the Smith-Waterman
algorithm have been written, are returning accurate results, and are currently undergoing final
performance testing and analysis. When compared to each other, the first model, spawning all
needed threads in program initialization, runs faster, but consumes available GPU resources at an
alarming rate, so therefore only functions for relatively small problem sets. The main factor
slowing down the second model, operating in a diagonal, wave-like pattern across the table,
seems to be the overhead required to copy information and instructions to and from the GPU
multiple times. Based on our experience from the matrix multiplication application, we believe
that it should be possible to modify both models to overcome their respective weaknesses,
leading to significant performance improvements.
We also are planning on expanding on the initial experiment by writing additional
software to enable fast communication between multiple graphics cards, enabling them to work
together on the same problem, adding another dimension of parallelism. If successful, these
techniques could then be applied to other types of problems, improving performance of a wide
range of applications.
Regardless of the outcome of future experimentation, this project has produced a valuable
new resource for the Computer Science department. We are currently planning on using the
computer built at the beginning of this project to facilitate future research projects as well as aid
in the teaching in both undergraduate and graduate level courses. These courses will aim to better
teach the concepts of parallelism and further explore the paradigm of GPGPU.
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System Components
MSI K9A2 Platinum motherboard ($154.99)
AMD Athlon 64 X2 4400+ (Brisbane core) 2.3 GHz CPU ($69.99)
2 x 1GB Kingston HyperX DDR2 1066 (PC2 8500) RAM ($69.99)
2 x BFG Tech GeForce 8800GTS (G92) water-cooled GPU ($445.99 each)
Seagate Barracuda 250GB SATA-300 hard drive ($63.99)
Coolmax 1200W power supply ($249.99)
LG CD/DVD burner ($24.49)
ThermalTake Armor series black case ($149.99)
Zalman Reserator XT water cooling system ($399.99)

Parts before construction

Completed desktop supercomputer

